As early as 1906, before entering college, Murphy had spent a year at the American Museum, where his first task was to assist Frank Chapman in checking descriptions and reading proof for the latter's "Warblers of North America." He also established ties with the Brooklyn Museum, which then had a natural history division. After the cruise of the 'Daisy,' he went to Brooklyn for several years before returning to the American Museum.
Here he continued his studies of marine birds. In particular he visited the vast colonies of "guano" birds on the coastal islands of Peru and wrote a semipopular book on the subject, "Bird Islands of Peru" (1925). He then organized the Brewster-Sanford Expedition with the incredibly energetic, if somewhat obtuse, Rollo H. Beck as leader. The great series of marine and coastal birds assembled by Beck, along with Murphy's own years of work in field and museum became the basis for Murphy's major contribution to ornithology.
"Oceanic Birds of South America" was published by the museum in 1936 (it was reprinted, less expensively, by MacMillan in 1947). The two vol-umes contain about 1,200 pages and are illustrated by numerous photographs• maps, and a series of superb color plates by Francis Lee Jaques. The text is noteworthy for its remarkably readable style.
The introductory portion of "Oceanic Birds" runs to about 300 pages and traces the effects of climate, hurricanes, ocean currents, and land masses on the biology and distribution of seabirds. This is followed by :'An ornithological circumnavigation of South America," in which the physical features and the natural history, especially the waterbirds, of the various coasts and islands are discussed scholarly and meticulously. Islands as distant as St. Helena are included. The remaining pages of the work comprise species accounts, each beginning with a description of the bird, its distribution, nidification, etc., followed by a general account of its natural history both from the literature and the author's personal experience. For the better known or more important species, these sometimes .run for many pages. The term "oceanic birds" is broadly defined to include freshwater species that go to the coast seasonally. "Oceanic Birds" will remain an important source work on marine birds, their biology, and the factors controlling their distribution. Anyone interested in natural history and in fine books enjoys having these two volumes in hand or on the shelf. Murphy, early on, had given careful attention to elocution and' public speaking, and he did much public lecturing. In the 1920s and 1930s he was one of the museum's most popular lecturers at the regular Saturday public presentations by staff members. He tended, like Dr. Johnson, to come through equally strong in private. I suspect this was the result of his wife's increasing and eventually total deafness. Shy or uncertain individuals were often uneasy or a bit put off in his presence. They missed the twinkle in his eye and the fact that he was always eager to help others, old and young. To mention a couple of examples: returning from a trip to the Snares Islands to find that James Chapin had been prematurely retired on the pretext of a budget crisis, Murphy immediately obtained funds from a private do.nor to permit his friend to continue work on his Congo birds at the same salary as before. In 1947 when I asked to take leave of absence to finish up work for my doctoral degree, Murphy at first said he was having difficulty in persuading the museum's director to grant it; a day or two later he reported that the permission had been given. It wasn't until I continued to receive pay checks while away that I learned that Bob had requested leave with full pay. The reason given was that I had carried out ornithological work while with the Army in the Pacific. He had previously written to the president of Cornell University, a personal friend of his, to suggest that in my case, the regulation that the final two terms of graduate work must be in residence, be waived. But what Murphy needed, if the work was ever to materialize, (after all he had reached mandatory retirement age in 1955) was a co-author, and such did not materialize. I think, also, that the urgings by family, friends, and museum directors to get on with it, may have had the opposite effect. At any rate I would like to believe so, for I never asked Bob how the book was going, thinking that a man in retirement should be free to. do anything or nothing as he sees fit. Also, I shared what I presume was his conviction, subconscious perhaps, that the woods are full of young ornithologists who could write a tolerably competent handbook of Procellariiformes, but that there was no one else living who could write "Fish-shape Paumanok," or an analysis of whaling in the old days of sail.
Murphy was interested in conservation all his life and, following the lead of his chief, Dr. Chapman, was active in the Audubon Society of which he was treasurer and later president o.f the board. He was the first president of the Long Island chapter of the Nature Conservancy and filed a lawsuit to stop government aerial spraying of his property wi.th DDT. The action was eventually denied, but it was the forerunner of successful efforts by others. In the last decade of his life, the great whales, whose slaughter he had witnessed and deplored as a youth, came to symbolize for him the
